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              About us            

                                          Creating AMVI Cosmetics and its products, we focus on you and your needs. No matter what stage of your life you are at, we want to make it unique and delight you every day! We focus on quality and affordability, remembering about all women. By becoming a part of your skin care rituals, we will help you achieve fulfilment and enjoy life.
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              The mission of AMVI Cosmetics            

                                          "AMVI" is a combination of the Latin words amare - love and vita - life. These two simple syllables contain what is the heart of our brand. Love, life, beauty and philanthropy are the core and inspiration for all our actions. With clearly defined goals, aimed at supporting women, our products go beyond purely cosmetics.
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              Philanthropy            

                                          As the first cosmetic brand on the market, we decided to permanently support a specific health related initiative, which is close to us because it is close to women. By donating 1% of the revenue from each AMVI Cosmetics product you buy to support going through breast cancer, we are making our contribution to build a better, more women-friendly tomorrow. 
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            OK, close
        

        Please note, that in order to provide the services offered through our online shop and in order to optimize its content and to tailor it to your individual needs, we use cookie files to save information on the end user’s device. Cookie files can be managed through web browser settings. Continuing to use our website, without changing web browser settings means, that the user consents to the use of cookie files. Additional information can be found in the online shop’s privacy policy.
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